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In which of the following theories for the origin of language, God has created language?

The social interaction source the natural sound source

the genetic source the divine source

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The human brain is …………………….., that is, it has specialized functions in each of the two

hemispheres.

flexible interactive lateralized primitive

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the property of language which enables language users to talk about things and events

not present in the immediate environment?

cultural transmission displacement

arbitrariness duality

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

what  does  "Reflexivity" (as a property of human language) means?

using language to think and talk about language itself

using language for a variety of communicative purposes

learning language in a bilingual environment

learning language independent of other skills

4-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is another name of “productivity”?

innateness arbitrariness

open-endedness double articulation

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following branches of phonetics concerns “the study of how speech sounds are

made”?

auditory articulatory acoustic perceptual

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following sounds is labiodental?

[t] [p] [f] [w]

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following words contains a palatal consonant?

plague bang zoo yet

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All of the following consonants is fricative EXCEPT ………………… .

[n] [s] [v] [h]

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The initial sounds in ”led” and “red” are described as ……………………. .

glide affricate liquid lap

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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In which of the English words “aspiration” happens?

spin tab five star

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following items is NOT a minimal pair?

bet-bat site- side  fate-fought ride-sight

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A syllable with the structure CCVC is seen in the word …………………….. .

eggs fan green them

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the name of a rule by which “any vowel becomes nasal whenever it immediately precedes

a nasal’?

coarticulation assimilation elision conversion

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word “gasoline” is made by the process ……………………

compounding borrowing blending coinage

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In which process  a word of more than one syllable is reduced to a shorter form?

backformation conversion category change clipping

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following items is an “acronym”?

flu ingerprint UNESCO sandwic

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Among the following morphemes, which one is functional?

sad because long ever

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All of the following morphemes is derivational EXCEPT …………………….

–ed –ish pre– ex–

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Actual forms used to realize morphemes are called ……………………

allomorphs phones allophones morphs

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the part of speech of the word “and”?

article preposition conjunction adverb

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence “The dog loved the bone” which part is VP or verb phrase?

the dog loved the bone loved the bone

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following symbols is used for showing “optional constituents”?

→ { } ( ) *

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which of the following words is a “complementizer”?

of would then that 

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the semantic role of “Mary” in the sentence “Mary saw a fly on the wall”?

patient experiencer theme agent

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The characteristic instance of a category is called.......

hyponym superordinate prototype homophone

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Metonymy is observed in the pair …………………………..

king-crown right-write

sparrow-pigeon vegetable- carrot

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the presupposition of the sentence “I regret marrying him”.

I didn’t marry him I like to marry him

I married him I try to marry him

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following maxims is stated by “be clear, brief and orderly”?

relation manner quality quantity

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

which one is a general term for a conventional knowledge structure that exists in memory?

Script Implicature Hedge Schema

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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